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The Market Share — Profitability Relationship:
Testing Temporal Stability Across Business Cycles

Summary

Several studies have demonstrated a generally positive association between market share

(MS) and business profitability (BP), and that this relationship is dependent on the environmental

and strategic contexts, but the stability of such results across distinct time-periods representing

differing business cycles has not yet been demonstrated. TTiis paper, employing a comparative

static methodology, assesses the stability of the nature of the relationships among strategic resource

deployments, market share position and profitability across two different time periods representing

significantly different macroeconomic conditions. The results indicate that the general level of

association (i. e. , correlation) between MS and BP is stable, but the set of significant strategic

factors contributing to both MS and BP is different, indicating variations in strategies for the two

different cycles. Some explanations for the observed differences as well as limited generalizations

on the market share-profitability relationships are developed.
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INTRODUCTION

The nature of the relationship between market share (MS) and business profitability

(BP) continues to be a subject of importance to researchers in economics, marketing and strategic

management. While the early studies (Buzzell, Gale, and Sultan, 1975; Schoeffler, Buzzell, and

Heany, 1974) reported a generally positive association between MS and BP, the later studies have

attempted to model the nature of this relationship against the backdrop of environmental and

strategy variables (Jacobson, 1988; Jacobson and Aaker, 1985; Phillips, Chang, and Buzzell,

1983; Prescon, Kohli, and Venkatraman, 1986; Rumelt and Wensley, 1981; Woo, 1987).

Specifically, two recent shifts are noteworthy: One, efforts at decomposing the observed

correlation between MS and BP into direct and spurious (i. e. , accounted for by a set of antecedent

strategy variables) effects (Prescott et. al. , 1986; Woo, 1987); as well as direct and indirect (i. e.

,

due to the impact of market share on the price-cost relationship) effects (Phillips, Chang, and

Buzzell, 1983). The other is to identify the lagged effects of market share on profitability

(Jacobson and Aaker, 1985; Jacobson, 1988; Anterasian and Phillips, 1988).

However, it is striking that most studies have focused their efforts on a single time-

period. Researchers have either pooled data across consecutive years to smooth out the effects of

non-recurring influences (Prescott et. al, 1986) or have treated data from adjacent time periods as

distinct data points for model estimation (Jacobson, 1988; Phillips et. al. , 1983). While such

practices may be appropriate for the particular research objectives pursued, a salient question

relates to the stability of the results across different time-periods, especially when they may reflea

significant differences in macroeconomic conditions. Thus, while the context-specificity and the

direct, indirect, and spurious nature of MS-BP relationship have been previously explored

(Prescott et al. , 1986; Phillips et. al. , 1983; Woo, 1987), the temporal-sensitivity of the results

across differing business cycles has not been explored. The purpose of this research is to test the

stability of MS-BP relationships across two distinct time periods that represent significantly

different business cycles.
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BACKGROUND

Arguments from macroeconomic theory

Business cycles represent an important construct in macroeconomic research, but has

not been well integrated into strategic management research (Mascarenhas and Aaker, in press).

Typically specified with reference to changes in real gross national product (GNP), business cycles

have largely been defuied as sequential expansion and contractions in aggregate economic activity

(Bogan and Kieman, 1987). In recent years, there has been renewed interest in the study of

business cycles. One thrust has focused on the measurement and modeling of business cycles

(Gabisch and Lorenz, 1987), and a second stream has explored the impact of business cycles on

market structure and price-cost margins (Domowitz, Hubbard, and Peterson, 1988; Frantzen,

1986). While each of the two themes discuss business level decisions, such as investments in plant

and equipment, inventory levels, dividend pohcy, wage rates and capacity utilization, their primary

unit of analysis is either an economy (or, sectors) or an industry. There has been negligible

attention to the implications of business cycles on the strategic management of the firm (Amit and

Livnat, 1988; Ruefli and Wilson, 1987).

However, these streams of research allow us to draw two conclusions relevant to

strategic management. First, in the aggregate, strategic actions of firms have been shown to be

affected by the business cycles (Zamowitz, 1985). For example, during the period of recovery,

unemployment levels begin to faU, capacity utilization rises along with employment productivity,

low inventory levels begin to rise with the advent of unfulfilled orders, and investments in fixed

capital increase relative to prior levels. However, the breadth of management decisions explored by

most empirical studies has been limited to production processes (e. g. , inventory levels, capacity

utilization. ) and wage levels. Less attention has been directed to areas of R&D, product quality,

and vertical integration, where decisions have been shown to influence business profitability

(Buzzell and Gale, 1987). Thus, it appears worthwhile to explore the impact of a larger set of

strategic decisions on the MS-BP relationship across differing business cycles. Second, the

structure of an industry is important for explaining cyclical fluctuations in price-cost margins
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(Domowitz et. al. , 1988) since margins within an industry are positively related to concentration in

durable and consumer goods industries but not in producer goods industries. Simultaneously,

other variations also exist, attesting to the consideration of industry structure in the study of the

impact of business cycles on strategic decisions and their consequent effects on market share and

profitability.

The above conclusions suggest that the adjustments to the business strategy as it

moves through the various stages of business cycles affects both market share and its profitabihty.

Thus, this study is bascJ un a piciiiise that business cycle serves as an imf)ortant construct in the

examination of the relationships among strategy, market share and business profitability.

Arguments from strategic management theory

In that social science research which follows the positivist tradition, confidence in the

results of a stream of research develops cumulatively over many studies and across different

settings. Indeed, the maturity of a science is often judged by the extent of replication practiced

(Dewald, Thursby, and Anderson, 1986; McGrath and Brinberg, 1983). However, much of the

descriptive findings (and the consequent normative implications) in strategic management research

have been based on cross-sectional studies conducted at one point in time. Nearly all researchers

call for multi-time period, longitudinal studies, but there are few truly longitudinal studies (see

Jacobson and Aaker, 1985; Jacobson, 1988 for some recent attempts at modeling lagged effects).

While not designed as a longitudinal study per se, we employ a comparative static approach to

assess the temporal stability of the nature of the relationship between market share and profitabihty

across two different business cycles. It is thus, an important step in the desired direction of

longitudinal exploration.

While much of our understanding of the nature of the MS~BP relationship has been

based on two databases (the PIMS program; and the FTC database), individual studies differ in

their approach to sample selection, measurement schemes, model-sp)ecification and estimation

(Jacobson, 1988; Prescott et. al. , 1986). Thus, although generalizations should be limited to a
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single time-period^ there is accumulated evidence to support the following conclusions: (a) the

association between MS and BP is not universal, namely that it is dependent on the characteristics

of the broader environment; (b) the key strategic determinants of MS and/or BP vary across

different environmental settings; and (c) a significant portion of the observed MS--BP relationship

can be accounted for by strategic-choice variables, implying that the relationship is best understood

against a backdrop of the strategic actions undertaken by a business that lead to both market share

and profitability. However, generalizations of such results should be tempered until temporal

replications are carried out This paper is explicitly predicated on this view.

THEORETICAL MODEL

Given the complex nature of the relationship, it is not surprising that several alternate

modeling approaches exist in this stream of research, which can be parsimoniously classified into

five models. Table 1 summarizes these five modeling approaches: (a) associational models, (b)

predictive models; (c) relative effects models; (d) explanatory models; and (e) lagged effects

models.

The objective of this study is to test the stability of the relationship among strategy,

MS and BP (across different environments) over two different business cycles. For this purpose,

an explanatory model appears most appropriate, and hence the theoretical model presented by

F*rescott, Kohh, and Venkatraman (1986) — hereafter PKV - is selected. Three major reasons

underlie this choice: (a) its logic in modeling the relationship between MS and BP within the

context of strategic decisions as well as the recognition of the impact of environmental variables

through the use of a parsimonious environmental typology; (b) its treatment of market share as a

mediator between strategic actions and profitability reflecting the theoretical logic that strategic

actions give rise to both market share and profitability within the different environments (also

^ The research based on the PIMS database covers a relatively longer time frame (since early 1970s), while the

research based on FTC is limited to a narrow lime frame, 1975-1977 (see Schmalansee, 1985; Anterasian and

Phillips, 1988 for studies of the effects of market share using FTC data).
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consistent with Woo, 1987); and (c) its operationalization and testing of the model using the Profit

Impact of Marketing Strategy (PIMS) database, which now permits temporal comparisons.
Table 1: Alternate Approaches to Modeling the Relationships Among Strategy,

Market Share and Profitability

MODEL
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Research Questions

Although there are fxjwerful logic from both macroeconomic theory as well as

strategic management to consider the role of business cycles in the nature of relationship among

strategy, MS and BP, the state of knowledge is not as developed to derive precise hypotheses.

Thus, the testing approach of temporal stability is exploratory (rather than confirmatory), in the

form of a null hypothesis as follows:

Hq: The pattern of relationship between MS and BP will be invariant

across different macroeconomic cycles.

If this hypothesis is not rejected, then temporal stabihty is achieved. If on the other hand, it is

rejected, then the pattern of differences will be interpreted in the light of received theories from

relevant disciplines to explain the dominant patterns of differences across business cycles.

The temporal stability of the nature of MS--BP relationship in different

macroeconomic conditions is addressed through three specific questions:

Question 1: What is the extent of stability in the strength of the observed

association (correlation) between MS and BP across the different environments?

Question 2: What is the stability of the relative roles of direct and spurious effects

across the different environments? and

Question 3: What is the stability in the set of strategic decision variables

contributing significantly to the spurious component of the relationship?

RESEARCH DESIGN

Data

The PIMS research database provided data for this study. As noted earlier, the choice

is guided by the consideration that it was used for the PKV study as well as other prominent

studies focusing on this relationship^. More importantly, it is appropriate for the research

objectives since it contains relevant data on a variety of environmental, strategic, and performance

variables for over 2000 individual strategic business units (SBUs) over time. A variety of strategy

research questions have been examined using this database (Buzzell and Gale, 1987; Ramanujam

2 It is worth noting that the FTC data does not provide the opportunity to explore multi-period examinations of this

relationship.
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and Venkatraman, 1984), but its limitations are to be recognized (Scherer, 1980). Several

examinations of the data quality over time (Phillips, Chang, and Buzzell, 1983; Marshall, 1987)

provide suppon for the contention that the quality and rehability of the data is adequate for

research.

Constructs and measures

Favorable and Unfavorable macroeconomic periods. The design of this

study required the identification of two four-year time periods, which did not overlap and differed

significandy in their macroeconomic conditions. One constraint for the design was that the PKV

study used the four-year averages within the PIMS database for the period, 1976-1979. According

to the US Department of Commerce, Business Conditions Digest (1986), the 1976-1979 period

can be termed as a period of expansion. The subsequent four-year period, 1980-1983 represents a

mixture of both contraction and expansion. For instance, the periods from January to July 1980

and July 1981 to November 1982 were classified as contraction (or, unfavorable) periods, while

the time periods defined from July 1980 to July 1981 and November 1982 through December 1983

were classified as expansion (or, favorable) periods.

While the 'ideal' sampling plan would have conformed to the strict definitions of

'expansion' and 'contraction' periods, the constraints of the study (given the need to link it to the

earlier studies) and the database prohibited this type of sampling. A 'second-best' solution,

however, is achieved if we examine Table 2 that presents several broad indicators of the two time

periods. The data is drawn from suidies conducted by the National Bureau of Economic Research

(NBER) and reponed by the Business Conditions Digest (1986). If we note that the traditional

measure used to define periods of contraction and expansion is the percent change in real GNP

growth, then some important patterns emerge from Table 2. The set of indicators reveals

differences in the general economic conditions (real rate of GNP growth %; inflation, interest rate,

as well as profit figures) between the two periods. For example, the real growth of GNP during

the first period was consistently positive (ranging from a low of 2. 5% to a high of 5. 3%), while

in the second period it was both positive and negative (from a low of (-) 2. 5% to a high of 3. 6%).
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Similarly, the first period had predominantly single digit inflation, while the second period had

much higher two digit-inflation. The average percent of real GNP growth in the PKV study was 4.

4%, well above the 0. 7% for the subsequent four years. Additionally, the average inflation rates,

interest rates, profit before taxes as a percentage of assets, and return of equity all conform to

expectations. Thus, for the purpose of this research, the 1976-1979 time period (PKV Study) will

be considered as the 'favorable' phase of the business cycle, while the subsequent period, 1980-

1983 will be termed as the 'unfavorable' phase of the cycle.

Table 2: Selected Economic Indicators: US Economy (1976--1983)

STUDY Time GNP ($bil) GNP Inflation Int. Rates PBT/Assets ROE

Currents Real Growth % %^ %b (Mfg)

PKV Study
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1

Development of Homogeneous Environments. In order to examine the nature

of the relationship between MS and BP across different environments, an operational typology of

environments is necessary. The PKV study utilized a typology of eight environments that was

developed through cluster and discriminant analysis of seventeen environmental variables. The

discriminant functions developed in the PKV study were used to classify each of this study's

sample businesses into one of the eight environments. These functions assign a probability

estimate for each business indicating the likeUhood that the business belongs to a particular

environmental group. Seventy-eight business units were dropped from further consideration

because their probabiHty of being classified into any particular environment was less than . 50.

Tnis criterion ensured that the business units within an environment were relatively homogeneous

with respect to their values across the set of 17 environmental variables. Of the 821 remaining

business units, the average likelihood probability of being assigned to a particular environment was

. 88, with a range of . 76 to . 99. These 821 business units served as the sample domain. The

steps involved with the development of this study's sample as well as a comparative profile of the

environments are provided in Appendix 1.

A comparison of the environmental characteristics for the two samples indicates

several significant changes. The sample in 1980-83 period experienced a sharp rise in the total

share instability of businesses, a rise in wage rates, and the businesses were slighdy further along

in their product life cycles. In addition, real market growth, the importance of auxiliary services to

end users, the purchase frequency of end users and minimum capacity investment required for a

business significandy declined. These changes generally have face validity, given the general

economic trend during the 1980-83 period, and they also reflect the changing composition of die

PIMS data base. However, they must be interpreted with caution since these comparisons reflect

changes in the overall samples for the two periods and are not necessarily consistent with the

pattern within any individual environment, a situation which will be discussed below.

Specification of strategy variables. Our view of strategy is that it is a pattern

of resource allocations to key areas, and accordingly is represented as a vector of scores along
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sixteen variables^ . This representation is analogous to Anterasian and Phillips (1988) view of

strategy as the approach adopted by a business to dehver value to its customers relatively better

than its competitors as well as Woo's (1987) specification. Thus, our view is that the scores along

these variables collectively define and describe strategy, although their relative role in influencing

MS and BP may vary across environments and time periods. In other words, some strategy

variables (such as the degree of vertical integration or relative price) may be critical in some

environments and not in others, but the same set is used in all the environments to isolate their

relative roles. The selection of the specific set of sixteen strategy variables is consistent with the

PKV study as well as other strategy research studies using this database (Buzzell and Gale, 1987;

Hambrick, 1983; Prescott, 1986).

Dependent Variable(s). In line with the theoretical model, the ultimate criterion

variable is business profitability, represented as ROI. It is a widely used measure of profitability in

this stream of research (Buzzell and Gale, 1987) as well as in the larger stream of strategy research

(Hofer, 1983). In addition, it is strongly correlated with other relevant performance measures such

as return on sales (r=0. 85) within this database (Buzzell and Gale, 1987). Further, as specified in

the theoretical model, MS serves as an intermediate dependent variable impacted by the sixteen

strategy variables, and as an independent variable affecting ROI.

Analytical Procedure

The analytical procedures for this study involves (a) estimation of the zero-order

correlation between MS and ROI within each environment; (b) examination of the relative

magnitude of direct and spurious effects within each environment; (c) identification of the

significant antecedents of the analyzed spurious relationship; and (d) comparison of the results of

the above three steps with the PKV study.

^ See Figure 1 for the list of variables, whose definitions are as per the PIMS program (see for instance, Prescott et

al., 1986; pp. 392-393).
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Logic in the Decomposition of Correlation. Following Duncan (1971), and

Alwin and Hauser (1975), the general decomposition equation underlying the theoretical path-

analytic model can be represented as:

''ms-BP - Direct Effect + Analyzed Spurious Effect + Unanalyzed Spurious Effect (1)

The components of equation (1) were estimated using five steps. The first step involved examining

whether or not the correlation between MS and ROI was statistically significant. If the correlation

was not significant in any panicular environment, further attempts to decompose a near-zero

correlation were unwarrarited. The second step involved performing two sets of ordinary least

squares (OLS) regressions. In the first set, ROI was used as the dependent variable, and the

sixteen strategy variables and MS were treated as independent variables. In the second set, MS was

used as the dependent variable, and the sixteen strategy variables were treated as the indep)endent

variables. The standardized beta values obtained from the regressions represent the coefficients of

direct paths from each independent variable to the dependent variable. In the third step, the

correlation between MS and ROI was decomposed into direct and spurious components as

indicated by equation (1), using the results from the second step. In addition, the total spurious

relationship was decomposed into its two components — analyzed and unanalyzed - based on the

following equation (2):

SR- 2^ Pms.X;Proi.x, + 2^ Pms.x

i=1.16 i=l,16

I rijPRoi.Xj

j=l,16

(2)

"9

Where SR=Spurious Relationship; MS=Market Share; ROI=Retum on Investment;

i=Correlation Coefficient; and Xj = Strategy Variables (i=l,16).

Thtfourth step entailed the calculation of the ratio of total spurious relationship

accounted for by a set of strategy variables (SR) to the total association (r) - SRA ratio. This ratio

indicated the extent of spuriousness within each environment. In addition, the statistical

significance of the performance effects of the strategy variables acting through market share is also

assessed. If the indirect effect was not significant, the implication is that there is no mediational
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role for MS, and that the relationship between strategy and profitability is largely explained by the

direct effects. If on the other hand, there is no significant direct effect, then it implies support for a

complete mediation model — enhancing the role of MS in this set of relationships. Thefifth step

involved identifying the strategy variables - which account for a major portion of the analyzed

spurious relationship. In each environment, the top five variables contributing to the analyzed

spurious relationship were considered important for the purpose of discussion and comparisons

(with the PKV study).

Assessment of Temporal Stability. For addressing the three research

questions, the results obtained in this study were systematically compared with corresponding

results from the PKV study using both quantitative (i. e. , statistical) and qualitative criteria. The

stability in the magnitude of correlations (question 1) was assessed statistically using a t-test of the

difference in the magnitude of the two correlations. The stability in the roles of direct versus

spurious effects (question 2) was assessed statistically using a test of proportions of the values

representing the analyzed component of the spurious relationship, while the stabiUty in the set of

variables significantly contributing to the analyzed spurious relationships (question 3) was

assessed qualitatively by examining the composition of the variables in the two sets.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Differences in Samples

Before proceeding with the detailed evaluation of the impact of business cycles on the

relationship between market share and profitability, it is important to ascertain if there are basic

differences in the sample characteristics across the two phases. To explore this issue, t-tests were

used to compare the values of the seventeen environmental variables for each environment across

the two time periods. Significant differences (p<. 05) for the 1980-83 sample as compared to the

1976-79 sample for each environment are noted below.

Comparison of Characteristics. In the mature environment, there were three

significant changes: total share instability rose, long-term industry growth declined, and material
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cost growth declined. In the declining environment, total share instability, wage rates, and long-

term industry growth rose, while minimum capacity investment fell. Thtfragmented with auxiliary

services environment experienced increases in wage rates, industry productivity, and the stage in

the product life cycle, while real market growth and the frequency of product changes dechned.

The stable, non-fragmentedj£nvironmeni had a decline in real market growth and increases in

industry exports, imports, wage rates, and the stage of the product life cycle. The values for the

fragmented, standard product environment rose for industry concentration, product life cycle, and

total share instability. The giotmi exporting environment had decreases in exports, minimum

capacity investment, and the importance of auxiliary services to end users. The global importing

environment differed only in that there was a rise in total share instability. Finally, in the emerging

environment, total share instability rose, while long-term industry growth, real market growth and

the importance of auxiliary services to end users declined.

The comparison of the two samples reveals several important points. First, the

environments across the two time periods are fundamentally the same. While there are some

changes in the pattern of variables within a particular environment, the fundamental character of the

environments remain. TTie high levels associated with the probability estimates for the discriminant

functions further supports this conclusion. Second, the environments are not equally affected by

the changes in the macroeconomic conditions. A total of thirteen environmental variables were

found to be significandy (p < . 05) different across the eight sets of environments. Any one

environment did not have more than five significant variables with the mode being three. Finally,

the environmental conditions for the sample of businesses in the data base appear to be maturing.

More businesses have lower industry growth and products in the later stages of the product life

cycle in the 1980-83 sample than for the 1976-79 sample. The relative impact of the last two points

for the composition of the environments is difficult to assess. However, there does not appear to

be strong evidence to suggest that the samples are fundamentally different.

Comparison of the Sizes of Environments. In general, the relative sizes of

the two environments are maintained in the two samples. The most noticeable exception was the
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declining environment which comprised 32% of the sample in this study while comprising 20% in

the PKV study. In two environments - global exporting and global importing -- the samples were

too small for meaningful regression analyses, and hence excluded from further analysis. However,

the proportion of businesses across the different environments in the PKV study and in this study

for these two environments were very similar. Thus, the research questions were studied for six

environments and the total sample.

Question 1: Stability in the Strength of Association Between MS and ROI

Table 3 summarizes (a) the correlations between MS and ROI in each of the six

environments and the total sample; (b) corresponding results from the PKV study; and (c) the t-test

of the difference in the magnitude of correlations across the two studies. Two conclusions can be

drawn from this table. First, the correlations between MS and BP in this study are positive and

statistically significant in all the environments as well as in the total sample, although their

magnitudes differ. This is consistent not only with the PKV study, but also with a larger body of

research that reports a generally positive association between MS and ROI. The second conclusion

is more important as it pertains to the temporal stability of the strength of the correlations for each

environment across the two studies. It was found that the strength of the association was not

statistically different from corresponding correlations in the PKV study (1976-1979 period) given

that none of the seven t-statistics emerged as significant.

The implication of this result is that the general pattern of correlations between MS

and ROI differs across the environments within both samples, lending further support to the

context-specificity of the MS-BP relationship. More importandy, the temporal stability across the

two samples is maintained, indicating that if macroeconomic influences are at work, they are not

reflected in the cross-sectional correlations. In other words, we see more pronounced differences

across environments within a time period, than within-environments across time-periods.
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Table 3: Stabil
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Table 4: Decomposition of the Association Between MS and ROI:
Direct Versus Spurious Effects

1
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detailed in Appendix 2, in the overall sample, seven out of sixteen indirect effects (of strategy

through market share) are statistically significant implying the existence of strong mediational

effects through market share. The imphcation is that Additionally, there are interesting but differing

patterns of mediational effects in the different environments. Since the PKV study did not discuss

the mediational effects, a direct comparison is not possible. However, an interesting question is

whether stability exists in the set of variables that contribute significantly to the analyzed

component of spuriousness. This is addressed next.

Question 3: Stability in the Set of Strategy Variables Contributing to

Spuriousness

Table 5 summarizes the list of strategy variables contributing significantly to the

analyzed part of spuriousness within each environment in this study as well as the PKV study.

Within each environment, the top five variables are listed, hi the total sample, four of the top five

variables are stable, while in other cases, there seem to be varying degrees of fluctuations —

ranging from two in three of the environments to four in the case of declining and stable

environments.

Table 5: Stability
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expenses/revenue) and those oriented toward differentiation (e. g. , product quality). In five of the

six environments, investment intensity, a cost variable, is common across the two time periods.

Only in the mature environment during the 'favorable' macroeconomic period was investment

intensity not among the top five variables accounting for the spurious component of the

relationship between MS and BP. In four of the six environments, product quality, a differentiation

variable, was common across the time periods. Relative product breadth, which can be viewed as

an attempt to differentiate one's product line, was common in the decUning and stable, non-

fragmented environments, nowever, narrowing the relative product breadth in both cases was

critical for high performance in the 'unfavorable phase'. In many ways, this can be viewed as an

attempt to cut costs in the unfavorable phase.

Within a particular environment there appears to be a pattern for the variables that are

common across the macroeconomic periods. Of the sixteen strategy variables, eleven (65%) were

related to cost emphasis. If the relative product breadth variable, which shows a narrowing in the

unfavorable period is included, then the total is twelve of sixteen. Thus, changes in the set of

strategy variables contributing to the spurious component of the MS-BP relationship over the two

time periods are, to a greater extent, attributable to differentiation-type variables than cost variables.

Temporal Stability: An Overall Assessment

Collectively, it appears that there is stabihty in the nature of relationship between MS

and BP across the two time-periods, although they are marked by significant differences in

macroeconomic conditions. While we do not claim to have identified any 'law-like' relationships

that are intrinsically stable, we are gratified by the general pattern of stability in the results. It is

particularly important that the pattern of correlations between MS and ROI was identical (in a

statistical sense), and that a significant portion of the association could be explained by the

analyzed component ~ strategic decision variables. Further, while there was general consistency in

the strategy variables contributing to the analyzed component of spuriousness, there was some

variation (e. g. , differences in the emphasis for differentiation-oriented strategies) to warrant more

focused research studies. This set of results reinforces the need to identify critical strategy variables
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relevant for each environment and to concentrate on those areas, making only minor strategic

adjustments for shifts in macroeconomic conditions rather than major shifts in strategic resource

deployments. An important area of extension is to develop more finely-calibrated constructs and

develop hypotheses pertaining to differential effects across macroeconomic conditions.

Limited generalizations across the two studies

1. Positive association between MS and ROI. It is clear that there is a

positive and significant association between MS and ROI. This seems to be bome out in nearly all

the studies that have examined this relationship. This is particularly true of the PKV study and this

study, where nearly all (except global exporting environment in the PKV study) the observed

correlations are positive and non-zero, both in the individual environments as well as in the overall

sample, and across time. Thus, we can perhaps take this to be a 'law-like' empirically-observed

relationship and direct future research efforts at understanding the theoretical reasons underlying

the differences across different contexts as well as arriving at a richer theoretical model that explain

the components of this association in the light of various theories or explanations.

2. Context-specificity of the relationship between MS and ROI. This is a

logical extension of the first in the sense that the strength of the positive association did not remain

the same across the different environmental contexts. The implications is that, while we know that

there is a base-level of positive, non-zero effect, the range of the degree of association is quite

large, suggesting that this relationship is context-specific. In the PKV study, the values of the

significant correlation coefficient ranged from a low of 0. 191 in the emerging environment to a

high of 0. 422 in the mature environment. This is consistent with the received wisdom that the

relationship between MS and ROI is unlikely to be strong in the initial stages of the product life

cycle and that it is most pronounced in the later stages as the product matures and the level

competition reaches a steady-state equilibrium condition. In this study, a similar pattern exists. The

emerging environment had the second-lowest value of correlation between MS and ROI (r=0.

240), while the mature environment had the highest (r=0. 435). This argues for the need to
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develop mid-range modeling of strategies and effectiveness, thereby formally recognizing the

influence of macro environmental characteristics.

3. Significant spurious component explained by strategic decisions. If

we accept the premise that the strategy variables selected in the model are relevant for strategic

management, then an important finding is that a significant portion of the 'spurious' relationship

between MS and ROI is accounted for by the strategy variables. In the PKV study, the proportion

ranged from a low of 37. 87% in the fragmented with auxiliary products environment to a high of

70. 68% in the emerging environment, and the average value across all environments in the PKV

study was 55%. In this study, the lowest value was 29. 6% (absolute) in the fragmented with

standard products environment and the highest was 88. 58% in the stable environment with an

average of 46%. Thus, it is clear that we have been able to isolate a significant set of antecedent

strategy variables that explain the relationship between MS and ROI as being the key antecedents

(also consistent with Buzzell and Gale, 1987). Cost-related strategy variables play an increasingly

important role in unfavorable macroeconomic conditions, while differentiation-related variables

take on different roles during the two periods.

4. Modeling MS—ROI relationship in its organizational,

environmental, and temporal contexts. A major implication is that future research on the

relationship between MS and ROI should explicitly move away fi-om simple associational models

toward a more comprehensive specification of the nature of the relationship between MS and ROI

not only in its organizational and environmental contexts, but also in its temporal contexts. Based

on the available evidence to date, it is clear that the correlation between MS and BP is meaningless

unless related to the specific environmental context, the strategies pursued, as well as the particular

macroeconomic conditions. These should be explicitly reflected in the design and execution of

studies. Future theoretical work should focus on developing appropriate models that reflect this

level of complexity.
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5. The treatment of market share as a mediator between strategy and

performance. The specification of the role of market share in equations (or relationships) has

been fuzzy in strategy research. Market share has been used as an independent variable (i. e. ,

representing "strategy") that predicts performance (Buzzell et. al. , 1975; Henderson, 1979), as a

mediator between strategy and performance (Prescon et. al. , 1986; Woo, 1987), as the criterion

variable (Zeithaml and Fry, 1984) as well as in a simultaneous equation model as both predictor

and criterion (Schendel and Panon, 1978). We argue that maricet share should be best viewed as a

mediator between strategy and performance, since its use as an independent variable underplays the

role of strategy, and its use as a dependent variable assumes deterministic links to business

performance that have been shown to be unwarranted.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper began with a premise that it is important to test the temporal stability of the

much-researched relationship between MS and ROI across differing business cycles. Hence, it

tested the stability of the relationships reponed by Prescon, Kohli, and Venkatraman (1986) in an

economically different four-year time period. The results are generally stable, anesting to the

intrinsic stability of the namre of the relationship, although some interesting differences did emerge

with significant implications for theory and practice of strategic management.
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Appendix 1: Development of Environments

The empirical development of homogeneous environments builds on the approach adopted
by Prescott, Kohli, and Venkatraman (1986) in the sense that it is based on seventeen market
structure characteristics. WhUe the PKV snjdy employed cluster and discriminant analysis, this

study employed the discriminant scores from the PKV study for assigning a business unit into a

particular environment. The detailed steps are outlined below.

Step 1 : Obtain the discriminant functions used in the PKV study.

Step 2: For each of the 899 businesses (using the discriminant functions, generate the

likelihood probability estimates of the eight environments.

Step 3: Classify each business into one environment. For a business to be classified into

an environment, a cntenon was developed which specified that the value of the likelihood probability

estimate for a particular environment must exceed . 50. This criterion helped to ensure that the values

for the environmental variables for the set of businesses were homogeneous within the environments
and heterogeneous across environments. Based on this criterion, 78 businesses were dropped from
the sample, resulting in a final sample of 821.

The accompanying Table (Al) contains the values of each of the seventeen variables for the

eight environments for 1976-1979 period, and the Table (A2) contains corresponding values for the

1980-1983 period.
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